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THE NEW POPULISM
CULTURE, ECONOMICS, AND DEMOCRACY
‘Populism’ seems to be a popular topic these days, and for good reasons. It is clearly one of the
most powerful force reshaping Western democracies.1 It is therefore critical to gain a clearer
understanding of the causes and consequences of recent populist movements, particularly in
upper North America.
It is notable that we would have found very scant interest in populism at the outset of this
century. The corresponding preoccupation as we closed the twentieth century was ‘globalization’,
a term which, according to Google, has seen a steady and profound decline in search requests
over the past 18 years. Recall that, at the end of the twentieth century, we were told that history
had ended and that a now flat world would be floated on a near infinite cloud of prosperity
fuelled by globalization and information technology.2 The inversely proportional interest in
globalization and populism is no accident. The rise of the newer expressions of populism has
been directly connected to a broad conviction that it is progress, particularly middle class
progress, which has ended, not history.3
The term populism should be used carefully. Populism is ideologically ‘thin’ and can be expressed
on the left, the right, and even the centre of the political spectrum. The basic idea is the need to
refocus on the ‘people’, which may be used broadly to define all the population or sometimes
‘my’ people. The idea of the ‘pure people’ versus the ‘corrupt elite’ is at the heart of all populist
movements.4
Despite the ideological variety of populist expressions, it is a particular type of populism which
has been most influential in shaping recent political events. This form of populism, which we label
‘ordered’ populism, has been at the heart of the Brexit and Trump victories. Ordered populism is
a form of populism which, in its essence, wants to ‘pull up the drawbridge’ and return to a
previous era of security and control. This ‘new’ populism has a deep historical lineage in Western
democracies (hence the appeal of populist slogans such as the Brexit “take back control” and
Donald Trump’s “make America great again”).
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Populism was a critical factor in both the Brexit and Trump victories.
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Thomas Friedman, “The world is flat: A brief history of the twenty-first century”, New York: Farrar,
Straus and Giroux, 2005. Print.
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Frank Graves, “From the End of History to the End of Progress”, Presentation to the Queen’s 2014
International Institute on Social Policy, Kingston, Ontario, August 19, 2014. Available online at:
goo.gl/zX46HV
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Cas Mudde, “The problem with populism”, The Guardian, February 17, 2015. Available online at:
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The term ‘ordered populism’ is closely related to the notion of authoritarian outlook but, as the
British sociologist Will Davis notes5 the term ‘authoritarian’ has a pejorative meaning in the
vernacular. We therefore prefer to use the term ‘ordered’, which also reflects the search for order
in one’s life.
There is also no question that a variant of this ordered populism has been very much in play in
Canada and we have witnessed vivid impacts in recent provincial elections. It may well be the
central locus of the contest for federal government in 2019.
In this paper, we attempt to better understand the causes and consequences of this new ordered
populism. There is an unacceptable level of uncertainty about this phenomenon. It is no longer
okay to be surprised or to claim that these forces are not at play in Canada – they are the
dominant force shaping our political and socioeconomic future.
Our aims here are to locate the emergence of ordered populism in the broader field of shifts in
our economy and class structure, the development of a more ‘authoritarian’ outlook as a
response to economic stagnation and the rising sense of external threat in the outside world. The
paper will also consider shifts in the cultural field of values and identity and a corresponding
paradox in those shifts and the emergence of ordered populism. We will then show how this is
producing dramatic and new fault lines in Canada and reshaping the democratic contest for the
future of Canada. The traditional left-right axis is being replaced with a new open-ordered axis.6
Although authoritarianism is a personality theory, it is the interaction of this personality type with
certain changes in socioeconomic conditions which produces the less benign expressions of the
personality type. Personalities can be triggered to behave and feel very differently under different
conditions.

The roots of populism (middle class decline and a frightening external
world)
Following the Second World War, scholars such as Theodor Adorno tried to understand the
horrors of the Holocaust. Their best retrospective explanation was the exploitation of what they
called an authoritarian personality, which they could measure with an F-scale. This theory has
been updated (for example, see Amanda Taub’s piece on the rise of American authoritarianism). 7
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Will Davies, “Thoughts on the sociology of Brexit”, Political Economy Research Centre, June 24,
2016. Available online at: goo.gl/HWZGOj
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This discussion is based on an exhaustive set of both bivariate tests of association and statistical
significance, as well as selected multivariate statistical treatments. For example, the testing of a
composite linear index of open-ordered using Cronbach’s Alpha.
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Amanda Taub, “The Rise of American Authoritarianism”, Vox, March 1, 2016. Available online at:
goo.gl/WK31AV
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There are two conditions for the emergence of authoritarian populism: 1) economic despair; and
2) and a magnified sense of external risk. Here, we will trace the emergence of these two
conditions in Canadian society.
Around a decade ago, we began to notice that some of the typical outlook on the economy and
one’s place in it were fundamentally different than it had been in the last century. The basic ideas
of progress, shared prosperity, and subscription to the middle-class dream all appeared to be
unravelling.8
Since that time, these patterns have only become clearer and are starkly different from the
recent notion that the upper North American economies are doing splendidly well. In both
Canada and the United States, there has been a large hollowing of the middle class as the ranks
of the erstwhile middle class deplete so grows the ranks of the burgeoning working class. While
those at the top are doing very well,9 there is a pervasive sense of stagnation and decline
elsewhere. This echoes hard objective data which show the ‘astonishing rise of the 1% in
Canada’.10 The basic middle class bargain, which defined the period of shared prosperity in the
last half of the twentieth century, is in tatters. For many, we have reached the end of progress.
Only one in eight think they are better off than a year ago. An identical 13 per cent think the next
generation will enjoy a better life.11 By more than two to one, Canadians agree that if present
trends with inequality at the top continue then we are going to see ‘violent class conflicts’.12
For those seeking confirmation that the public gloom on the economy and middle class progress,
the recent work of Lars Osberg13 vividly underlines the burgeoning inequality and the top of the
Canadian economic system. Give the confluence of both objective and perceptual stagnation, it is
noteworthy that for the first time in over a decade, we are beginning to see a tentative recovery
in confidence in the future and middle class membership (see Figure 2).
While most experts will say that the world is actually safer than it was ten years ago, only three
per cent agree with that assessment. The security ethic, which gripped upper North America in
8

Frank Graves, “Understanding the New Public Outlook on the Economy and Middle-Class Decline:
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the FDI Canada Forum 2015, School of Public Policy, University of Calgary, February 2016.
Available online at: goo.gl/AAmFw2
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Lars Osberg, “The age of increasing inequality: The astonishing rise of Canadas 1%”, Toronto:
James Lorimer & Company, 2018.
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the aftermath of September 11th, 2001, has not relaxed its hold and continues to exert a
corrosive influence on public confidence.
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Figure 1: Medium-term financial outlook
Q. Thinking ahead over the NEXT FIVE YEARS or so, do you think
your personal financial situation will be better or worse than it
is today?
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Figure 2: Generational outlook & social class
Fears are highest when turned to the future
The grey outlook on the present turns almost black as the public ponder the
fate of future generations
The apparent ‘end of progress’ may be relaxing its hold
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Figure 3: Perceived danger in the world
Q. From your own point of view, do you feel that, overall, the
world is safer, more dangerous, or about the same as it was
five years ago?
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How did this end of progress mutate into this ordered outlook?
As noted, basic ideas of progress, shared prosperity, and the middle class dream appear to be
unravelling. This shift has been reinforced by fears that the world has become more dangerous,
fuelling greater apprehension about trade, globalization, and immigration.
We are arguing that the changes in economic outlook and class formation that have occurred in
this century have shifted the traditional left-right axis of societal dispute to this new open-ordered
axis.14 There is a clear lineage connecting the left-right and open-ordered, but the latter has
become the more relevant conceptual framing to describe the new fundamental contest for what
kind of society we want.
This new outlook has fuelled greater apprehension about the merits of trade liberalization,
globalization, immigration, and a general belief that those who have been running things are not
really concerned about the public interest. This new outlook has fuelled the Brexit and Donald
Trump victories and it is very much at play in Canada, albeit with a somewhat different and less
intense expression. We have seen vivid evidence of the political force underlying this outlook in
recent elections in Ontario and Quebec.
Consider some of the terms that capture either end of this continuum. The essential ingredients
are both economic (particularly economic security or insecurity) and cultural (broad value
orientations and beliefs). The open side of the open-ordered spectrum is the paradigm under
siege. It is future-oriented, welcomes change, and is receptive to an open approach to trade and
immigration. It tends to be optimistic and progressive and is most evident in those currently
seeing themselves as members of the middle and upper class. We shall see that there several
other important features of this outlook. The ‘ordered’ side of the continuum is basically a darker
mirror image of the open side; it questions the current institutional order, which has been seen to
have abandoned those taking this view. It is both economically and culturally insecure. Support
for trade is more tepid and support for immigration is dramatically lower. The outlook is
associated with a more authoritarian view which sees order and obedience as more important
than creativity and reason. It tends to be nostalgic for a previous (perhaps apocryphal) era where
comfort and security were enjoyed. Those attracted to this outlook tend to be males and the
working and poor classes, many of whom have experienced downward class mobility.
We note that there is an important place for both the ordered and open world views. Healthy
societies require both. What is new is the engagement of what Theodor Adorno15 and others16
called authoritarianism (closely linked to the ordered outlook). While societies without order

14

EKOS Research Associates, “Open versus Ordered”, October 10, 2017. Available online at:
goo.gl/gSLrem

15

Theodor W. Adorno et al., “The Authoritarian Personality”, Harper & Brothers, 1950. Print.

16

Amanda Taub, “The Rise of American Authoritarianism”, Vox, March 1, 2016. Available online at:
goo.gl/WK31AV
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would be chaotic, the problem seems to occur when the ordered type becomes the dominant
political power.
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From left-right to open-ordered
What’s really different – just new terminology or is it really different?
In the past, we didn’t have the economically pessimistic staked on the right (if you’re
downtrodden/under class, you’re not going to look to the right side of the spectrum). The right
end of the political spectrum historically has favoured those comfortable with the status quo.
Left-Right vs. Open-Ordered

How is the new ordered outlook different from the traditional right?
Left
-Collectivism
-Active government
-Social ills societally produced
-Rehabilitation
Open
-Cosmopolitan (anywhere)
-Pro-diversity and immigration
-Optimistic about the future
-Reason and evidence
-Creativity

Right
-Individualism
-Minimal government
-Individuals author social problems
-Punishment
Ordered
-Parochial (somewhere)
-Deep reservations about diversity/Anti-immigrant
-Deeply pessimistic about future/public institutions
-Moral certainty
-Good behaviour

Note that these are ideal ‘types’ and there will be complex mixtures in different individuals. But
there is evidence that these values are clustered in many cases.
There is a clear expression of the ordered version of populism evident in the United States and
elsewhere in Canada. It tends to be much more pessimistic, skeptical of the role of the state and
professionals, less supportive of trade liberalization and more wary of immigration and other
ethnicities. The ordered outlook is most strongly linked to social class and economic outlook and
also strongly linked to political outlook. There are also important regional, urban, and
neighbourhood differences which may well be connected to economic outlook and ethnic
homogeneity of the settlement one lives in.
The more open outlook is more common and the country seems to be tilting in that direction,
perhaps an open pivot in response to the Donald Trump presidency. It is unclear where this will
evolve, but it does seem to capture the essence of the new divide separating Canada into the
open and ordered camps.
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The rise of ‘Northern’ populism?
One of the more interesting features of Canada’s political landscape is the rise of this new
populism. Others have referred to this movement under the rubric of nativism, authoritarianism,
ordered outlook, or perhaps even isolationism. It was a powerful force that was expressed in the
election of President Trump in the United States and the British decision to leave the European
Union. So one of the questions that we addressed was whether or not populism is a force in
Canada. The answer appears to be – somewhat surprisingly – yes. And the continued denial and
dismissal of this new force among the more comfortable and educated portions of society is both
empirically wrong and a force fuelling the very phenomenon they seem to despise.
We presented respondents with a simple and pretty arbitrary definition of populism as a rejection
of elite authority and as a wariness of immigration, trade, and globalisation. We also asked
Canadians whether they thought this new populism was a good or bad thing. Strikingly, only 33
per cent of Canadians say that it is a bad thing. While the most common response was one of
ambivalence, uncertainty, or conditional ‘wait-and-see’, it is striking that two-thirds of Canadians
either think it’s a good thing or aren’t sure.

Figure 4: Views on the rise of populism
Q. Many people talk about the rise of populism in the United States
and Europe which, among other things, includes growing
opposition to trade and globalization, growing support for more
restrictive immigration policies, and growing distrust of those
considered to be elite. Overall, do you think this rise of populism is a
good thing or a bad thing?

20

6
33
42

Bad thing
Neither good nor bad
Good thing
DK/NR

BASE: Canadians; June 1-19, 2017, n=5,568, MOE +/- 1.3%, 19 times out of 20
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The fault lines in whether populism is seen as a good or bad thing are quite revealing as well.
Populist supporters are much more likely to feel they have fallen behind and that their economic
future will be even worse. The economics of despair may be the initiating factor for this new
movement, but its expressions now link to a more closed and ‘ordered’ outlook on the world. It
also appears that populism is now viewed much more favourably within the Conservative camp,
where economic outlook – both looking backward and forward – has changed dramatically in the
last few years. Under Mr. Harper, Conservatives were relatively optimistic and felt that they were
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moving ahead; now, they appear to have morphed into a far more economically pessimistic
constituency with near universal disdain for direction of country and its government.
It is also the case that those attracted to populism are more likely to be male, and it also finds
greater favour in Alberta. Quite strikingly, positive attitudes to populism are stronger among new
Canadians and, by corollary, weaker among traditional, ‘born in Canada’ citizens. If Trump
populism is rooted in the white working class, that explicitly does not appear to be the case in
Canada.

Figure 5: Regional profile
Q. Many people talk about the rise of populism in the United States and
Europe which, among other things, includes growing opposition to trade
and globalization, growing support for more restrictive immigration policies,
and growing distrust of those considered to be elite. Overall, do you think
this rise of populism is a good thing or a bad thing?
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Nevertheless, this brand of populism is still relatively new in Canada and it does appear that our
‘Northern’ version of populism is quite distinct from the versions that we have seen in United
States or in the United Kingdom. Northern populism does not include the same allergy to
globalization and trade. In fact, at 81 per cent, support for NAFTA remains very high. Notably,
support for trade liberalisation is considerably lower among those attracted to populism. Populist
supporters are more likely to think favourably of Trump (even though the majority do not approve
of him) and they are also much more likely to favour smaller governments.
We also asked Canadians whether they believe that populism is a growing force within Canada.
For the populism deniers out there (this is just so not Canada), please note that only one in five
Canadians agree that populism is not a growing force in Canada.
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Figure 6: Perceived populist rise in Canada
Q. To what extent do you believe that this rise of populism is
occurring in Canada? Please use a 5-point scale, where 1
means not at all, 5 means to a great extent, and the
midpoint, 3, means to a moderate extent.
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So, overall, we see quite a different political landscape where continued economic stagnation and
decline are fuelling a uniquely Canadian expression of populism that is less ‘white’ and less closed
than the expressions in Europe and the United States. It is more rooted in a new class conflict
across the diminished middle class and the burgeoning working class. Nietzsche noted that
resentment was the fuel of modern civilisation. This may have been a prescient insight into the
21st century.
The open-ordered index was created using the indicators laid out below. These terms are a
distilled and updated version of some of the work that went into measuring Adorno called
authoritarianism. While preferring the label ‘ordered’, this index is highly predicative of
subscription to ordered-populism and a key predictor of voter mobility over the last three years.
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Figure 7: Ingredients of open-ordered index
Q. When raising children, which of the following do you
think is more important to emphasize?
Order
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Openness
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Note: Figures adjusted to exclude those who skipped the question.
BASE: Canadians; August 15-September 10, 2018, n=7,006, MOE +/- 1.2%, 19 times out ofCopyright
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Below, we see the distribution of Canadian cities on the open-ordered index. Albertans should
note that their cities tend to lean more ordered than most other cities in Canada. We also find
there are even larger differences across neighbourhoods within cities with ethnically homogenous
neighbourhoods being more ordered (being mostly white or mostly brown).
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Figure 8: Index by census metropolitan area
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Disentangling economics, psychology, and culture
There is a lively debate as to whether economic forces or cultural forces are the most important
factors underlying the emergence of this new populism (as a good illustration, see Thomas
Edsall’s piece in the New York Times17). Beyond anecdotal curiosity, understanding the original
causes is important if we want to create policy interventions to treat these forces.
Despite strong debate about whether economic insecurity or cultural insecurity is more important,
our research suggests that both are inextricably woven together to shape these orientations. It is
most likely that economic insecurity triggered this movement. It is, however, arguable whether
economic insecurity was more important than this new closing of outlook and the desire to
abandon the open society in favour of a more inward-looking, isolationist society. This
weltanschauung is also more allergic to the idea that diversity and multiculturalism are good
things.
In Stephen Harper’s new book,18 he borrows David Goodhart’s idea of ‘anywheres’ and
‘somewheres’. The idea here is that geography, particularly those communities that do not benefit
from globalization, is the key driver of this new force. In the United Kingdom, Stian Westlake
tested the explanatory power of where one lives (e.g., downtown London or the burnt-out factory
districts). He found that it was a significant – but trivial – explanatory factor. On the other hand,
including the question of whether or not sex criminals should be publicly whipped produced
approximately five times the predictive power.19 This is clearly a proxy for an authoritarian or
ordered outlook.

17

Thomas B. Edsall, “Robots Can’t Vote, but They Helped Elect Trump”, The New York Times,
January 11, 2018. Available online at: goo.gl/RHB5Dj

18

Stephen Harper, “Right here right now: Politics and leadership in the age of disruption”,
McClelland & Stewart, 2018. Print.

19

Alex Burton, “The link between Brexit and the death penalty”, BBC News, July 17, 2016. Available
online at: goo.gl/iGJjaS
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Cultural foundations: shifts in societal values and identities
Values and important because they are ultimately the yardsticks of societal preference, as well as
normative indicators of right and wrong, good and bad. They are glacial, not mercurial like public
opinion. They reflect broad moral preferences for the kind of society we want to live in and hand
off to our children and how we would like to be seen by the external world. Values are also
extremely emotionally resonant and underpin much of the culture wars which have raged in
North American society.
In an increasingly pluralistic society, there is no monolithic values consensus possible. This
renders the idea of values tests for citizenship as problematic, since there is no longer a
monolithic values system. Given their significance, charting the longer-term trends in values shifts
is extremely important. Ultimately, societal choices reflect the broad value judgements of society.
Where values are in tension with those choices, instability exists.
The long-term trends show some profound declines in traditional values (such as traditional
family values, respect for authority, minimal government, etc.). Notably, those values are at the
forefront of much of the current populist movement. This paradox is something which probably
won’t persist.

Figure 9: Goals and values
Q. If you were to direct the federal government as to which goals or values
should be most important in shaping its direction, how important would you
say each of the following goals or values should be?
Integrity and ethics
Transparency
A healthy population
Human rights
Freedom
Fairness
A clean environment
Security and safety
Social equality
Hard work
Compassion
Separation of church/religion
Excellence
Tolerance
Prosperity & wealth
Sharing of wealth
Respect for authority
Minimal gov. intrusions
Traditional family values
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In the 1990s, there was intense opposition to immigration in Canada and broad concerns raised
about whether or not too much celebration of diversity would have a corrosive impact on society.
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One version of this was laid out by Neil Bissoondath.20 The academic idea that that too much
diversity could harm national attachment and create ghettoization of ethnic enclaves has been
rebooted by Maxime Bernier’s new People’s Party. It’s notable that Bernier is explicitly presenting
this as a populist movement with deep reservations about “too much diversity”. It is definitely
notable that Bernier has chosen the ‘People’s Party’ and that Doug Ford is emphasizing ‘for the
people’ in a direct appeal to this new populism.
It is therefore notable that our tracking on our shifts in identity that, increasingly, national
attachment of the salient source of belonging and has not declined. Even more importantly,
despite the greatest influx of immigration in our history, ethnic identification has actually declined
sharply. So not only was Selling Illusions wrong, it’s actually the other way around.

Figure 10: Sense of belonging
Q. How strong is your own personal sense of belonging
to…
% saying strong (6-7)
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Shifting attitudes to immigration and trade
Trade and immigration are principal formal connections to the external world; the movement of
goods, services, and people. Let’s begin with the newly-charged debate about immigration and
refugees.
Unlike Europe and America, immigration has never been an important ballot booth issue in
Canada. But just as immigration has moved to the forefront of populist debates in Europe in
America, it is now clearly expressing itself in Canadian debate. In fact, our analysis of how people
are shifting their vote and where they are aligning themselves politically suggests that
immigration and the authoritarian ordered outlook is now the most important predictor of voter
shifts and partisanship.
Canada has been singularly successful in solving the postmodern riddle of the clash of
civilizations. While Europe and America have torn themselves apart over issues of immigration
and race, Canada has been remarkably spared this particular affliction. All of this may be drawing
to a close. It is therefore ironic that our analysis of voter movement since the last election, as
well as recent provincial elections, suggests that immigration and diversity have become much
more prominent drivers of political choice.
Public debates often generate more heat than light when stripped of evidence and reason and we
offer this evidence in the service of a more informed debate. We note that while the public are in
flux on this there is no simple consensus available to resolve the deep fractures we are seeing on
public opinion. These fault lines are connected to contradictory values which are starkly divided
across different party supporters.
The tracking and analysis of attitudes to too many immigrants in general and too many visible
minorities in particular suggests a broad decline in opposition to immigration since the 1990s,
which is somewhat ironic given its increased salience in political debates.
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Figure 11: Attitudes to immigration/minorities
Q. In your opinion do you feel that there are too few, too many or about the right number of immigrants
coming to Canada?
Q. Forgetting about the overall number of immigrants coming to Canada, OF THOSE WHO COME would
you say there are too few, too many or the right amount who are MEMBERS OF VISIBLE MINORITIES?

70

% indicating too many

60
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40%
35%

40
30
20
10
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Immigrants
Visible Minorities

NOTE: *EKOS began using IVR in 2009, which allows respondents to submit their responses anonymously
to a machine, rather than a live interviewer. Through experimental testing, we have determined that
opposition to immigration increases by approximately 13 points when the question is asked under
IVR. To compensate for this distortion, we have adjusted the pre-2009 results by 13 points.

BASE: Canadians; August 15-September 10, 2018, n=1,818/1,719, MOE +/- 2.3/2.4%, 19 times out of 20
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And let’s be clear about this. While opposition to immigration can be driven by factors other than
racial discrimination, saying that of those who are coming, too many just aren’t white is indeed
an illustration of racial discrimination.

Figure 12: Attitudes by party support
Q. Forgetting about the overall number of immigrants coming to
Canada, of those who come would you say there are too
few, too many or the right amount who are members of
visible minorities?
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BASE: Canadians; August 15-September 10, 2018, n=1,719, MOE +/- 2.4%, 19 times out of 20
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The demographic fault lines are interesting, but the far more important divide occurs across
partisan constituencies. Considering the three main parties, we can see a vivid difference in how
the visible minority question sorts supporters of the three main parties. Neither the Liberals nor
the NDP should be overly smug that fully one-third of their supporters think too many of those
coming to Canada are visible minorities. But the Conservative Party, which owes much of its
success to wooing new Canadians, is another story. Jason Kenney may (admirably) have wanted
your votes, but half of the constituents his party represented would prefer fewer new non-white
immigrants.
Despite the fact that there are significant reservoirs of anti-immigrant sentiment, and that these
are increasingly a newly major force political choice in Canada, it is quite striking that, overall,
opposition to immigration has been steadily and dramatically falling since the mid-90s.
Turning our attention to trade, which has been a national preoccupation with USMCA, or NAFTA
2.0, it is notable that support for tri-lateral free trade has actually reached a pinnacle in 35 years
of tracking in Canada.

Figure 13: Support for tri-lateral trade
Q. Please rate the extent to which you agree or disagree with
the following statement: There should be free trade between
the U.S., Canada and Mexico
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BASE: Canadians (half-sample); August 15-September 10, 2018, n=3,472, MOE +/- 1.7%, 19 times out of 20
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New fault lines
Partisanship and ordered populism are strongly correlated (see Figure 14). It is important to note
that the demographic end attitudinal profile of the new conservative constituency is significantly
different from conservative partisanship from a decade ago. Conservative partisanship is now
strongly rooted in this newer ordered populist outlook.

Figure 14: Open-ordered by party support
Liberal
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20

20

Conservative
35
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NDP
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Neutral (0)

32

Ordered (1 to 4)

BASE: Canadians; August 15-September 10, 2018, n=7,006, MOE +/- 1.2%, 19 times out of 20
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Increasingly, there are now two Canadas, just as there are two Americas, which are
incommensurably separated on the fundamental issues of the day. Consider the distribution of
voters on the following question which asks the most important election issue for the next federal
election. What is striking is the huge gap between Conservative supporters and all other voters
on the importance of climate change. We see similar gaps across the importance of social issues
like health and education with most voters seeing these as critical issues and most Conservative
voters seeing them as a relatively trivial concern.
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Figure 15: Election issues by party support
Q. Of the following issues, which one do you think should be the
most important issue for the next federal election?
Overall

3 12

Liberal 1 10
Conservative 1
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NDP 0 14
Green 3 15
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Fiscal issues like taxes and debt
Issues related to the environment and climate change
BASE: Canadians; August 15-September 10, 2018, n=7,006, MOE +/- 1.2%, 19 times out of 20
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The profound climate change differences are probably a reflection of more fundamental value
differences such as the relative hostility to science and intellectualism which permeates ordered
populist outlook.
The recent election of Doug Ford clearly was driven by some of the ordered populist forces we
have been discussing. One notable feature was the preponderance of working class and male
support for Doug Ford. These voters show disdain for social issues and climate change, and deep
suspicion of journalism and the #MeToo movement. One particularly interesting phenomenon was
the millennial male and millennial female votes. The conventional view that millennials like
previous younger generations operate with roughly similar views and values, doesn’t seem to be
the case any more. Millennial females prefer the NDP by a margin of 25 points, whereas
millennial males were equally drawn to the PCs and NDP. As millennials have become the largest
voting group, this gender fissure is something that will be important to watch.
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Figure 16: Ontario vote behaviour
Q. How did you vote in this election?
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The 2015 federal election showed remarkably little difference across key demographics and social
class variables. In the scant three years since that election, there have been remarkable changes
in the underlying fault lines and divisions. Where the Liberals relatively equal support from men
and women in 2015, the Conservatives now have a huge 17-point lead with men (a net 22-point
erosion). There has been a similar reduction in Liberal support from self-defined working class.
Perhaps most importantly, we now see a dramatic division between university-educated Canada
and non-university-educated Canada, which mirrors American politics. Conservatives now have
overwhelming support from non-university-educated Canadians. The new ordered-populism tends
to be hostile to intellectualism, skeptical of scientific authority (e.g., in the area of climate
change), and disdainful of professionals who are seen as elites who have offered up a
prescription that has worked for them, but not for supporters of populism.
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Figure 17: Fault lines: 2018 versus 2015 (i)
Q. If a federal election were held tomorrow, which party would
you vote for?
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Figure 18: Fault lines: 2018 versus 2015 (ii)
Q. If a federal election were held tomorrow, which party would
you vote for?
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Concluding remarks
A few key conclusions and implications follow from this analysis. Many unanswered questions
also remain.
Most fundamentally, we note that a specific variant of populism – which we call ordered populism
– has taken root in Canada (as in other countries) and is now the most powerful transformative
force shaping political outcomes. In order to understand and confront this new force, it is
important to understand the true roots and the subsequent consequences. It may well be the
case that the current expressions of ordered populism are more powerfully connected to cultural
factors (insecurities about loss of privilege/power positions, antipathy to out groups, as well as
nativism, xenophobia, and racial intolerance). These mutations are shifts brought on by the ‘end
of progress’ and collapse of the middle class bargain. The combination of deep despair about the
economy (for the majority who have stayed flat or fallen backward) and a new view of the world
as overwhelmingly dangerous – not welcoming – triggered an authoritarian outlook which seeks
the strong man on the horse to restore past security (if not glory). This ordered populism further
mutates into the constellation of new features which sees a fundamental shift from the old
battles of left-right to a new contest based on open-ordered visions for the future.
In the face of the rapid influence of ordered populism (Brexit, Trump, and the last three
provincial elections in Canada), we are seeing profound shifts in the fault lines underpinning
political choices. The familiar pattern of oscillations across the promiscuous progressive voters on
the center and left has been replaced with a defection of erstwhile progressive voters to the
ordered populist camp. The current distribution of voter preference in Canada looks nothing like
the remarkably flat mandate secured by the Liberals in 2015. Huge fault lines have opened up,
particularly on social class, education, and gender lines.
The paradox underpinning this is the clear contradiction between these new political outcomes
and the longer term shifts in societal values and identities. These, along with the more recent
attitudinal shifts, suggest that of Canada is pivoting open. Yet, one would find little evidence of
this in recent elections in Canada. There are now two, largely incommensurable Canadas. There
are huge gaps on fundamental choices for the future. For example, the issues of climate change
and social issues like health and education produce profoundly different responses across these
two Canadas.
The rapidity of change in the political landscape, and the evidence of what is driving those major
shifts, suggests that ordered populism, akin to Trumpian and Brexit populism, is very much at
work in Canada. We would argue that it is the most important political force in the country today
and it features a very different contest for the future; a shift from the traditional left-right axis to
a new open-ordered axis.
The debate about whether this has been a product of economics/class, personality/psychology,
or culture/race is ultimately a sterile debate. It is clear that these forces were initiated by
economic and class changes but have mutated into even more daunting cultural challenges.
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If we assume that it was the class shifts and economic changes which triggered this, then key
policy challenges become clearer. Treating the symptoms is unlikely to make things better.
We also assume that this rapid movement to ordered populism is not a good thing. While it
embodies real class injuries, the historical record of populist outcomes ranges from disappointing
to disastrous. The moral critique of those supporting this as ‘deplorable’ is ineffectual and unfair.
It denies the empirical reality that those drawn to populism have truly fallen behind and adds
emotional fuel which drives ordered populism.
Understanding that the ‘kids at the back of the class’ have gotten a raw deal does not mean
turning back the clock to recreate some monument to the failures of the past. Clinton states
accounted for twice the economic output of Trump states.21 Should we really build a future based
on the wishes and preference of those who have failed in the new economy?
The collapse of the middle-class bargain is what needs focus, not the aggravated cultural
symptoms of that failure. The flaws in the new economic bargain of globalization, deregulation,
and diminution of public institutions cannot be ignored. Inclusive economies thrive and extractive
economies fail according to Acemoglu.22
Recently, more than a thousand economists warned Donald Trump that protectionist and
isolationist policies could lead to a new depression.23 It is instructive to catalogue the boldness of
the measures that created the era of middle class progress and shared prosperity following the
Great Depression. It wasn’t tinkering; it was bold policy ideas. Where is the new deal for the 21st
century? Does the U.S. withdrawal from its city on the hill exceptionalism open the door for a
smarter, more diverse, and more open Canada to fulfill Laurier’s vision a century late?
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